REALabor

REALabor is a real time labor cost and productivity tool designed for the daily interactive tracking of performance on the job site.

REALabor is an electronic daily timesheet that shows all employees and all cost codes for a project on one sheet.

The five cost windows (Daily Cost, Week to Date, Month to Date, Job to Date, and Any Date) show cost information for specific periods of time. These windows are particularly valuable for evaluating cost data before and after a milestone event or undermining event.

The Job Worksheet is a projection tool that allows the user to manipulate the current default data on the sheet in order to predict over/under budget for the future. The Job Worksheet is a good tool for cost to complete evaluations, projections, and “What If” scenarios.

Payroll data can be exported to Accounting, eliminating redundant data entry and streamlining the payroll process.

History of REALabor

REALabor, not originally designed for commercial use, was developed for the in-house use of a Construction Company based in Cincinnati, Ohio with subsidiaries in Louisville, Kentucky and Columbus Ohio. It was developed for the sole purpose of tracking daily labor cost and productivity in a labor-intensive industry without adding tasks to the project supervisor’s daily routine.

REALabor as it is currently named was subsequently enhanced to act as a remote data entry system for the daily recording of the craft work forces’ hours and quantities. After its development and deployment it was learned how profitable it is to know this information on a REAL TIME basis. After the introduction to other Companies in the industry it was easy to see that our industry and perhaps others were ripe for such a tool.

Three years in the making, REALabor version 2.0 was introduced to the market at the A/E/C Computers for Construction Trade Show in Anaheim California on November 7, 2000.
**REALabor**

### Real Time Labor Management Software

If you want to manage your labor force on a whole new level, a REAL TIME level, manage it with REALabor.

REALabor is an electronic Daily Timecard and Budget Analysis Program that allows you to track hours by employees and cost code, so you know where every dollar is going. REALabor puts immediate daily cost and unit productivity information in your hands, in REAL TIME.

Track labor costs in a quick and easy fashion using the Daily Timesheet, and analyze budget on the Cost Sheets: Daily Cost, Week to Date, Month to Date, Job to Date, and Any Date.

Project into the future using the Job Worksheet to determine best and worst case scenarios or isolate a specific period of time to see how it affected your budget.

You can import your budget from your estimating software program, and export payroll to your accounting package, eliminating redundant data entry.